1. CapSha is up and running:
   - **Research Engagement**: Ethiopia, Rwanda and Senegal w/ Excellence in Agronomy and Genetic Innovation
   - **Under design**: Learning and Knowledge Platform (part of Training and Education); South-South and Triangular Cooperation; and Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
   - **Breeders Academy**: w/ CIMMYT, CIP, IITA, Alliance and Genetic Innovation

2. CapSha’s role: coordinate, integrate and elevate efforts across the System

3. Looking ahead:
   - CapSha strategy and action plan
   - PhD and Post-doctoral fellows' program
   - Activate the CapSha Community of Practice
   - Operationalizing CapSha across the portfolio and beyond

https://www.sourcecon.com/how-to-effectively-share-your-knowledge/
1. **Version 2.0:**
   - Internal and external consultations w/ Science, Regions, HLAP, GFAR
   - 40+ substantive changes incorporated based on 22 discrete HLAP recommendations
   - To SLT for review by end of October 2023; then to System Board and Council for endorsement

2. **From policy to action (examples):**
   - Partnerships Strategy
   - Regional and Partnerships Strategy
   - Guidelines for design of Portfolio25

3. **Engagement framework as a living process:**
   - Driver for cultural change
   - Test, learn, improve and adapt
   - Aligned with the CGIAR matrix structure